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The Dragon Songs Saga
Once Second Prince of the mightiest kingdom in the known world, Othrun now leads the last survivors of his exiled people into an uncertain
future far across the Shimmering Sea from their ancestral home, now lost beneath the waves. With his Single God binding his knights to
chivalric oaths, intent on wiping out idolatry and pagan worship, they will have to carve out a new kingdom on this mysterious continent?a
continent that has for centuries been ravaged by warlords competing for supremacy and mages channeling the mystic powers of the
elements?and unite the continent under godly rule. With a troubled past, a cursed sword, and a mysterious spirit guiding him, Othrun means
to be that ruler, and conquer all. But with kingdoms fated on the edge of spears, alliances and pagan magic, betrayal, doubt, and dangers
await him at every turn. Othrun will be forced to confront the truths of all he believes in on his journey to become a king, and a legend. When
one kingdom drowns, a new one must rise in its place. So begins the saga of that kingdom, and the man who would rule it all.

Legend of the Stone Keepers
Tanya Guerrero's How to Make Friends with the Sea is a middle grade debut novel set in the Philippines about a young boy's challenges with
anxiety while his mother fosters an orphaned child with a facial anomaly. Pablo is homesick. He’s only twelve years old, but he’s lived in
more countries than he can count. After his parents divorced, he and his mother have moved from place to place for years, never settling
anywhere long enough to call it home. And along the way, Pablo has collected more and more fears: of dirt, of germs, and most of all, of the
ocean. Now they’re living in the Philippines, and his mother, a zoologist who works at a local wildlife refuge, is too busy saving animals to
notice that Pablo might need saving, too. Then his mother takes in Chiqui, an orphaned girl with a cleft lip—and Pablo finds that through being
strong for Chiqui, his own fears don’t seem so scary. He might even find the courage to face his biggest fear of alland learn how to make
friends with the sea.

Blade's Edge
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At the Convent of Sweet Mercy, young girls are raised to be killers. In some few children the old bloods show, gifting rare talents that can be
honed to deadly or mystic effect. But even the mistresses of sword and shadow don't truly understand what they have purchased when Nona
Grey is brought to their halls. It takes ten years to educate a Red Sister in the ways of blade and fist, but there is much more for Nona to learn
than the arts of death. Among her class she finds a new family - and new enemies. Despite the isolation of the convent, Nona's secret and
violent past finds her out, drawing with it the tangled politics of a crumbling empire. Beneath a dying sun, Nona Grey must master her inner
demons, then loose them on those who stand in her way.

We Ride the Storm
'She loved me as I loved her, fierce as a bloodied blade' When Lia, an idealistic queen, falls for Xania, her new spymaster--who took the job
to avenge her murdered father--they realise all isn't fair in love and treason. Lia won’t mourn her uncle: he's left her a bankrupt kingdom
considered easy pickings by its neighbours. She’s sworn to be a better ruler, but if she wants to push through her reforms, she needs to beat
the Court at its own games. For years, Xania's been determined to uncover her father's murderer. She finally gets a chance when Lia gives
her a choice: become her new spymaster, or take a one way trip to the executioner’s axe. It’s an easy decision. When they fall for each
other, their love complicates Lia’s responsibilities and Xania’s plans for vengeance. As they're drawn together amid royal suitors and new
diplomats, they uncover treason that could not only end Lia’s reign, but ruin their weakened country. They must decide not only what to
sacrifice for duty, but also for each other.

Moonburner: A Young Adult Fantasy
Winner of the 2018 IRDA for fantasy #1 Best Seller in Canadian Dark Fantasy 99% liked it (Goodreads) A deformed genius plots vengeance
while struggling to survive. A wastrel prince comes of age, finding a power he never imagined. Two worlds are destined to collide. Only one
can be king. "This dark fantasy epic will be held up against George R.R. Martin's masterwork, A Song of Ice and Fire. Read this book now so
you can act pompous around your friends when HBO turns it into a television series." - Goodreads "Kings of Paradise presents a brutal world
of complex yet simple politics, reminiscent of Game of Thrones. An intriguing low-magic world packed with interesting cultures to be further
delved. Nell shows considerable skill in displaying his world distinctly through the eyes of his different characters." - Fantasybookreview.co.uk
Ruka, called a demon at birth, is a genius. Born malformed and ugly into the snow-covered wasteland of the Ascom, he was spared from
death by his mother's love. Now he is an outcast, consumed with hate for those who've wronged him. But to take his vengeance, he must first
survive. Across a vast sea in the white-sand island paradise of Sri Kon, Kale is fourth and youngest son of the Sorcerer King. And at sixteen,
Kale is a disappointment. As the first prince ever forced to serve with low-born marines, Kale must prove himself and become a man, or else
lose all chance of a worthy future, and any hope to win the love of his life. Though they do not know it, both boys are on the cusp of
discovery. Their worlds and lives are destined for greatness, or ruin. But in a changing world where ash meets paradise, only one man can be
king The first installment of an epic, low- fantasy trilogy. Kings of Paradise is a dark, bloody, coming-of-age story shaped by culture, politics,
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and magic. "The novel's brilliant world works on so many levels; it has a rich political landscape, moral complexity, and immense
environmental challenges, all told in beautiful, thoughtful prose." - Indiereader "A must for lovers of fantasy, especially those who enjoy losing
themselves in a epic tale." - Reader's Favorite "The world that Mr. Nell has created is pretty incredible. But the thing that really made me love
this story was the characters he filled that world with." - Goodreads "If Kale changes, Ruka grows and festers like a storm. Without a doubt,
the darker of the two characters, I feel Richard Nell has created a compelling and classic character here." Goodreads

A Drowned Kingdom
"In this second installment of M.L. Wang's Theonite series, Joan and Daniel plunge headlong into the parallel world of Duna with danger hot
on their heels. Daniel always intended to take on the Firebird mantle and fight his father’s enemies, but he didn’t expect to have to do it at
the age of thirteen under a hail of spears and bullets. Joan came to Duna hoping to find a world where she wouldn’t be isolated because of
her powers, but adjusting to existence on the bottom of Duna’s racial hierarchy turns out to be more painful than any of the alienation she
experienced on Earth. Grieving, unbalanced, and quickly becoming the most wanted people on the Dakkabana space city, Joan and Daniel
are forced to strike up alliances with some unlikely people: a hyperactive Firebird fanboy, a friendly painter, and the disappointing son of an
otherwise powerful warrior family"--Back cover.

The Girl King
In her skillful debut novel, Kij Johnson took the classic Japanese myth of the fox who dared to become a woman to win true love and created
The Fox Woman, a luminous, lyrical tale of love, desire, joy, and the nature of the soul. Set in the same universe as The Fox Woman, this
time Kij Johnson takes on another animal totem and enters the world of the creature who comes to be known as Kagaya-hime, a sometime
woman warrior, occasional philosopher, and reluctant confidante to noblemen. And who may or may not be the figment of the imagination of
an aging empress who is embarking on the last journey of her life, setting aside the trappings of court life and reminiscing as she follows the
paths that are leading her to the nunnery and death. Fudoki is the tale of a being who starts her journey on the kami, or spirit road, as a
humble-if ever a being such as a Cat can be humble-small tortoiseshell feline. She has seen her family destroyed by a fire that decimated
most of the Imperial city. This loss renders her taleless, the only one left alive to pass on such stories as The Cat Born the Year the Star Fell,
the Cat with a Litter of Ten, the Fire-Tailed Cat. Without her fudoki-self and soul and home and shrine-she cannot keep the power of her clan
together. And she cannot join another fudoki because, although she might be able to win a place within another clan, to do so would mean
that she would cease to be herself. So a small cat begins an extraordinary journey. Along the way she will attract the attention of old and
ancient powers, including gods who are curious about this creature newly come to Japan's shores, and who choose to give the tortoiseshell a
human shape. And who set her on a new kami road, where Kagaya-hime will have to choose a way to find what happiness she can. Weaving
a haunting story of one being's transformation and journey of discovery with the telling of another's long life set against the backdrop of the
courtly rituals of Imperial power, Kij Johnson has written a powerful novel about the nature of freedom and the redemptive power of
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transformation--if only one is brave enough to risk it all. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Fudoki
On the battlefields of America, even our children will have to fight. In his most powerful novel to date, acclaimed author Craig DiLouie
presents a near future in which America is entrenched in civil war. After his impeachment, the president of the United States refuses to leave
office, and the country erupts into a fractured and violent war. Orphaned by the fighting and looking for a home, 10-year-old Hannah Miller
joins a citizen militia in a besieged Indianapolis. In the Free Women militia, Hannah finds a makeshift family. They'll teach her how to survive.
They'll give her hope. And they'll show her how to use a gun. "An instant classic that will join the ranks of dystopian futures that at times feel
all too real." - Nicholas Sansbury Smith, USA Today Bestselling Author

Jade City
Vakov Fukasawa used to be a Reaper: a bio-enhanced soldier fighting for the Harmony, against a brutal invading empire. He's still fighting
now, on a different battlefield: taking on stormtech. To make him a perfect soldier, Harmony injected him with the DNA of an extinct alien
race, altering his body chemistry and leaving him permanently addicted to adrenaline and aggression. But although they meant to create
soldiers, at the same time Harmony created a new drug market that has millions hopelessly addicted to their own body chemistry. Vakov may
have walked away from Harmony, but they still know where to find him, and his former Reaper colleagues are being murdered by someone,
or something - and Vakov is appalled to learn his estranged brother is involved. Suddenly it's an investigation he can't turn down . . . but the
closer he comes to the truth, the more addicted to stormtech he becomes. And it's possible the war isn't over, after all . . .

Prince of Fools
Joan Messi has spent thirteen lonely years hiding her supernatural abilities from her parents, her classmates, and everyone in her white
bread suburban community. However, her little world of secrets is shattered when a pair of strangers arrive from a parallel dimension on the
hunt for a nameless criminal. Now, after a lifetime of wondering how she got her powers, Joan might have found the beginnings of an answer.
For Daniel Thundyil and his father, elemental powers and ego-maniacal supervillains are nothing new-although this is the first time a mission
has brought them to a parallel dimension. Daniel's main concern in this new world isn't the looming threat of a godlike killer; it's fitting in at a
school where the food is flavorless, everyone writes backwards in an ancient alphabet, and all the racial hierarchies seem to be reversed.

Orconomics
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Jen Williams, acclaimed author of The Copper Cat trilogy, featuring THE COPPER PROMISE, THE IRON GHOST and THE SILVER TIDE,
returns with the first in a blistering new trilogy. 'An original new voice in heroic fantasy' Adrian Tchaikovsky The great city of Ebora once
glittered with gold. Now its streets are stalked by wolves. Tormalin the Oathless has no taste for sitting around waiting to die while the realm
of his storied ancestors falls to pieces - talk about a guilt trip. Better to be amongst the living, where there are taverns full of women and wine.
When eccentric explorer, Lady Vincenza 'Vintage' de Grazon, offers him employment, he sees an easy way out. Even when they are joined
by a fugitive witch with a tendency to set things on fire, the prospect of facing down monsters and retrieving ancient artefacts is preferable to
the abomination he left behind. But not everyone is willing to let the Eboran empire collapse, and the adventurers are quickly drawn into a
tangled conspiracy of magic and war. For the Jure'lia are coming, and the Ninth Rain must fall

Red Sister
A legendary serial killer stalks the streets of a fantastical city in The Helm of Midnight, the stunning first novel in a new trilogy from acclaimed
author Marina Lostetter. In a daring and deadly heist, thieves have made away with an artifact of terrible power—the death mask of Louis
Charbon. Made by a master craftsman, it is imbued with the spirit of a monster from history, a serial murderer who terrorized the city with a
series of gruesome murders. Now Charbon is loose once more, killing from beyond the grave. But these murders are different from before,
not simply random but the work of a deliberate mind probing for answers to a sinister question. It is up to Krona Hirvath and her fellow
Regulators to enter the mind of madness to stop this insatiable killer while facing the terrible truths left in his wake.

Orbit
“Absolutely fantastic.” -Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series “Heart-pounding.” -Buzzfeed
* “Masterful.” -School Library Journal, starred review In this dark, sweeping fantasy perfect for fans of Girls of Paper and Fire and Wicked
Saints, Princesses Lu and Min find themselves on opposite sides of a war to rule their Empire. Sisters Lu and Min have always known their
places as the princesses of the Empire of the First Flame: assertive Lu will be named her father's heir and become the dynasty's first female
ruler, while timid Min will lead a quiet life in Lu's shadow. Until their father names a new heir--their male cousin, Set. Determined to reclaim
her birthright, Lu goes in search of allies, leaving Min to face the volatile court alone. Lu soon crosses paths with Nokhai, the lone, unlikely
survivor of the Ashina, a clan of nomadic wolf shapeshifters. Nok never learned to shift--or to trust the empire that killed his family--but
working with the princess might be the only way to unlock his true power. As Lu and Nok form a tenuous alliance, Min's own hidden power
awakens, a forbidden, deadly magic that could secure Set's reign . . . or allow her to claim the throne herself. But there can only be one
emperor, and the sisters' greatest enemy could very well turn out to be each other. This sweeping fantasy set against a world of ancient
magic and political intrigue weaves an unforgettable story of ambition, betrayal, and sacrifice.

Theonite
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Welcome to Los Angeles—where the secret worlds of the criminal and supernatural collide. Crime and black magic pay. In the City of Angels,
no one does it better than Gabriel St. John and the House of the Crow… ENDSVILLE introduces readers to the House of the Crow. Led by
their enigmatic street captain Gabriel, the Crows are a secret coven of high-rolling occult gangsters operating out of Los Angeles. A gangland
king by the name of Dante Washington enlists their aid to recover 34 million dollars in cash—stolen from him by what appears to be a hostile
sorcerer. The Crows battle through a vicious cycle of betrayal, violence, and black magic while on the hunt for Mr. Washington’s missing
money. In the end, allies prove to be enemies, and there are much greater things at stake than covering up a multi-million dollar gangland
heist.

Our War
Kings of Paradise
In this World Fantasy Award-winning novel of magic and kungfu, four siblings battle rival clans for honor and power in an Asia-inspired
fantasy metropolis. *Named one of TIME's Top 100 Fantasy Books Of All Time ?* World Fantasy Award for Best Novel, winner Jade is the
lifeblood of the island of Kekon. It has been mined, traded, stolen, and killed for -- and for centuries, honorable Green Bone warriors like the
Kaul family have used it to enhance their magical abilities and defend the island from foreign invasion. Now, the war is over and a new
generation of Kauls vies for control of Kekon's bustling capital city. They care about nothing but protecting their own, cornering the jade
market, and defending the districts under their protection. Ancient tradition has little place in this rapidly changing nation. When a powerful
new drug emerges that lets anyone -- even foreigners -- wield jade, the simmering tension between the Kauls and the rival Ayt family erupts
into open violence. The outcome of this clan war will determine the fate of all Green Bones -- and of Kekon itself. Praise for Jade City: "An
epic drama reminiscent of the best classic Hong Kong gangster films but set in a fantasy metropolis so gritty and well-imagined that you'll
forget you're reading a book." --Ken Liu, Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy Award-winning author "A beautifully realized setting, a great cast
of characters, and dramatic action scenes. What a fun, gripping read!" --Ann Leckie, Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke Award-winning
author "An instantly absorbing tale of blood, honor, family and magic, spiced with unexpectedly tender character beats." --NPR The Green
Bone Saga Jade City Jade War Jade Legacy

Real Men Knit
When their foster-turned-adoptive mother suddenly dies, four brothers struggle to keep open the doors of her beloved Harlem knitting shop.
Jesse Strong is known for two things: his devotion to his adoptive mom, Mama Joy, and his reputation for breaking hearts. When Mama Joy
unexpectedly passes away, he and his brothers have different plans for what to do with Strong Knits, their neighborhood knitting store. Jesse
wants to keep the store open. His brothers want to tie off loose ends and close shop. Part-time shop employee Kerry Fuller has kept her
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crush on Jesse a secret. When she overhears his impassioned plea to his brothers to keep the knitting shop open, she volunteers to help.
Unlike Jesse, Kerry knows the “knitty-gritty” of the business, and together they make plans to reinvent Strong Knits for a new generation. But
the more time they spend together, the stronger the chemistry builds between them. Kerry, knowing Jesse’s history, doesn’t believe their
relationship can last longer than she can knit one, purl two. But Jesse is determined to prove to her that he can be the man for her forever
and always. After all, real men knit.

Snakewood
On the island of Kekon, the Kaul family is locked in a violent feud for control of the capital city and the supply of magical jade that endows
trained Green Bone warriors with supernatural powers they alone have possessed for hundreds of years. Beyond Kekon's borders, war is
brewing. Powerful foreign governments and mercenary criminal kingpins alike turn their eyes on the island nation. Jade, Kekon's most prized
resource, could make them rich - or give them the edge they'd need to topple their rivals. Faced with threats on all sides, the Kaul family is
forced to form new and dangerous alliances, confront enemies in the darkest streets and the tallest office towers, and put honor aside in
order to do whatever it takes to ensure their own survival - and that of all the Green Bones of Kekon. Jade War is the second book of the
Green Bone Saga, an epic trilogy about family, honour and those who live and die by the ancient laws of blood and jade.

The Helm of Midnight
Better to die sharp in war than rust through a time of peace. A mother struggling to repress her violent past, A son struggling to grasp his
violent future, A father blind to the danger that threatens them all. When the winds of war reach their peninsula, will the Matsuda family have
the strength to defend their empire? Or will they tear each other apart before the true enemies even reach their shores?High on a
mountainside at the edge of the Kaigenese Empire live the most powerful warriors in the world, superhumans capable of raising the sea and
wielding blades of ice. For hundreds of years, the fighters of the Kusanagi Peninsula have held the Empire's enemies at bay, earning their
frozen spit of land the name 'The Sword of Kaigen.'Born into Kusanagi's legendary Matsuda family, fourteen-year-old Mamoru has always
known his purpose: to master his family's fighting techniques and defend his homeland. But when an outsider arrives and pulls back the
curtain on Kaigen's alleged age of peace, Mamoru realizes that he might not have much time to become the fighter he was bred to be.
Worse, the empire he was bred to defend may stand on a foundation of lies.Misaki told herself that she left the passions of her youth behind
when she married into the Matsuda house. Determined to be a good housewife and mother, she hid away her sword, along with everything
from her days as a fighter in a faraway country. But with her growing son asking questions about the outside world, the threat of an impending
invasion looming across the sea, and her frigid husband grating on her nerves, Misaki finds the fighter in her clawing its way back to the
surface.

Voice of War
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First in a brand new series from the author of The Broken Empire Trilogy. The Red Queen is old but the kings of the Broken Empire dread her
like no other. For all her reign she has fought the long war, contested in secret, against the powers that stand behind nations, for higher
stakes than land or gold. Her greatest weapon is The Silent Sister?unseen by most and unspoken of by all. The Red Queen's grandson,
Prince Jalan Kendeth?drinker, gambler, seducer of women?is one who can see The Silent Sister. Tenth in line for the throne and content with
his role as a minor royal, he pretends that the hideous crone is not there. But war is coming. Witnesses claim an undead army is on the
march, and the Red Queen has called on her family to defend the realm. Jal thinks it's all a rumor?nothing that will affect him. But he is
wrong?

Queen of Coin and Whispers
A LIFETIME OF ENEMIES HAS ITS OWN PRICE Mercenaries who gave no quarter, they shook the pillars of the world through cunning,
chemical brews, and cold steel. Whoever met their price won. Now, their glory days are behind them. Scattered to the wind and their genius
leader in hiding, they are being hunted down and eliminated. One by one. A groundbreaking debut fantasy of betrayal, mystery, and bloody
revenge.

The Wiz Biz
The bottom line is this: the world of Terranum cannot survive without a soul. If the soul of our world is shattered, it has to make due with other
sources.Like mortal souls. Young and inexperienced, Elaro of Agraxia is made captain of a journey with stakes of life and death for the whole
world of Terranum: to prevent the endless winter that has plagued his land from taking over the rest of the world. To save the world, he and
his companions must heal Terranum's soul by reuniting its shattered fragments. One of which is The Stone of Courage, a magic relic kept by
the humans. But centuries' worth of bad blood between the Agraxians and the humans, Elaro must find a way to recover the human's soul
fragment without succumbing to his greatest fear: becoming the monster the world believes him to be.

Mirror's Truth
For fans of GILMORE GIRLS and TO ALL THE BOYS I'VE LOVED BEFORE, this effervescent love story from debut author Nina Moreno will
sweep you away. Rosa Santos is cursed by the sea-at least, that's what they say. Dating her is bad news, especially if you're a boy with a
boat. But Rosa feels more caught than cursed. Caught between cultures and choices. Between her abuela, a beloved healer and pillar of
their community, and her mother, an artist who crashes in and out of her life like a hurricane. Between Port Coral, the quirky South Florida
town they call home, and Cuba, the island her abuela refuses to talk about. As her college decision looms, Rosa collides-literally-with Alex
Aquino, the mysterious boy with tattoos of the ocean whose family owns the marina. With her heart, her family, and her future on the line, can
Rosa break a curse and find her place beyond the horizon?
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Never Die
Bedeckt defined himself by the list of crimes he was unwilling to commit. It was such a short list. How could straying from it have gone so
wrong? Now Bedeckt must undo the damage caused by wandering from his precious list. The Geborene god seeks to remake the world with
his obsessive need for cleanliness and perfection, but Bedeckt is going to bring him down. Nothing can stop him. Not even death. The two
friends he abandonded in the Afterdeath chase after Bedeckt, bent on revenge. Psychotic assassins hunt him. Something cold and evil
follows, lurking in the clouds above, shredding reality with its delusions. Madness and sanity war, stretching and tearing the very fabric of
existence. The dead shall rise.

Wrath
Mulan meets Sarah J Maas in this thrilling tale filled with celestial magic, death-defying adventure, and enduring friendships. Kai is a
Moonburner—a female sorceress reviled by her people and normally killed at birth. Except Kai's parents saved her by disguising her as a
boy—a ruse they've kept up for almost seventeen years. But when her village is attacked, Kai’s secret is revealed and she’s sentenced to
death. Thankfully, the gods aren’t done with Kai. Despite the odds stacked against her, she escapes her fate, undertaking a harrowing
journey to a land where Moonburners are revered and trained as warriors. But her new home has dangers of its own—the ancient war against
the male Sunburners has led the Moonburners down a dark path that could destroy all magic. And Kai, armed only with a secret from her past
and a handsome but dangerous ally, may be the only one who can prevent the destruction of her people Moonburner is Book One in the
completed Moonburner Cycle, a sweeping coming-of-age fantasy series perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir, Alison Goodman, J.C. Kang, and
Elise Kova. Scroll up and one-click to read today!

Endsville
The first book in The Last War series: a debut epic fantasy full of crunching revolutionary action, twisted magic, and hard choices in dark
times. The war is over. The enemy won. Jia's people learned the hard way that there are no second chances. The Egril, their ancient enemy,
struck with magic so devastating that Jia's armies were wiped out. Now terror reigns in the streets, and friend turns on friend just to live
another day. Somehow Tinnstra - a deserter, a failure, nothing but a coward - survived. She wants no more than to hide from the chaos. But
dragged into a desperate plot to retake Jia, surrounded by people willing to do anything to win the fight, this time Tinnstra will need to do
more than hide. If Jia is to get a second chance after all, this time she will need to be a hero. With all the grit of Joe Abercrombie, Mark
Lawrence and Ed McDonald, this is fantasy with the sharpest of edges. * * * * * * * * * * 'The next Game of Thrones' Glen Cook, author of The
Black Company 'Tarantino crossed with David Gemmell' Peter McLean, author of Priest of Bones 'A powerful debut' Gavin Smith, author of
The Bastard Legion
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The Ember Blade
“It’s Hermione Granger meets ‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon’ meets the Ice Capades meets ‘Mean Girls.’” For all its disparate
ingredients, though, PEASPROUT CHEN: FUTURE LEGEND OF SKATE AND SWORD speaks in a single, strong voice, thanks to its
spirited heroine." —The New York Times "Massively entertainingPeasprout Chen is a future legend, indeed." —Publishers Weekly, Starred
Review Welcome to Pearl Famous Academy of Skate and Sword, where the blades are sharp and the competition is fierce. Peasprout Chen
dreams of becoming a legend of wu liu, the deadly and beautiful art of martial arts figure skating. As the first students from the rural country of
Shin to attend Pearl Famous Academy of Skate and Sword, Peasprout and her little brother Cricket have some pretty big skates to fill. They
soon find themselves in a heated competition for top ranking. Tensions rise when the dazzling pearl buildings of the Academy are vandalized
and outsider Peasprout is blamed for the attacks by her rivals and even some friends. Now, she must uncover the true vandal to ensure
peace between Shin and Pearl – all while becoming a champion.

Brother Red
Who are you Spencer Little? Why are you here? During the long, hot summer of 1976, a young Cambridge mathematician arrives in a remote
village in the Lake District and takes on a job as a farm labourer.

Jade War
Ein is on a mission from God. A God of Death. Time is up for the Emperor of Ten Kings and it falls to a murdered eight year old boy to render
the judgement of a God. Ein knows he can't do it alone, but the empire is rife with heroes. The only problem; in order to serve, they must first
die. Ein has four legendary heroes in mind, names from story books read to him by his father. Now he must find them and kill them, so he can
bring them back to fight the Reaper's war.

We Are The Dead
Only a naive misfit with the perfect voice can save the world with lost magic.

Where Loyalties Lie
Now a Netflix original series! Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this second
collection of adventures in the NYT bestselling series that inspired the blockbuster video games. Geralt is a witcher, a man whose magic
powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary
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murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. This is a collection of short
stories, following the adventures of the New York Times bestseller, The Last Wish. Join Geralt as he battles monsters, demons and
prejudices alike Witcher collectionsThe Last WishSword of Destiny Witcher novelsBlood of Elves The Time of Contempt Baptism of Fire The
Tower of SwallowsLady of the LakeSeason of Storms The Malady and Other Stories: An Andrzej Sapkowski Sampler (e-only) Translated
from original Polish by David French

Peasprout Chen, Future Legend of Skate and Sword
Empires rise, civilisations fall and one culture comes to subsume another. It's the way of the world . . . sometimes ways of life are improved,
sometimes they are not. But the progression of change is huge and - usually - unstoppable. In this story, the Ossian way of life is fading and
the Dachen way is taking its place and Aren is comfortable with that. Even when his parents are accused of treason he supports the
establishment and maintains there's been some mistake . . . which is all it takes to get himself and his best friend arrested . . . Thrown into a
prison mine they plan their escape - only to be overtaken by events when they're rescued, and promptly find themselves in the middle of an
ambush. By the time they've escaped, they're unavoidably linked to Garric - their unwelcome saviour - and his quest to overturn to Dachen
way of life. If they leave Garric now, they'll be arrested or killed by their pursuers. If they turn him in, Garric will kill them. If they stay with him,
they'll be abetting a murderous quest they don't believe in. There are no good options - but Aren will still have to choose a path . . . Designed
to return to classic fantasy adventures and values, from a modern perspective, this is a fast-moving coming-of-age trilogy featuring a strong
cast of diverse characters, brilliant set-pieces and a strong character and plot driven story.

Sword of Destiny
Professional heroes kill and loot deadly monsters every day, but Gorm Ingerson's latest quest will be anything but business as usual.The
adventuring industry drives the economy of Arth, a world much like our own but with more magic and fewer vowels. Monsters' hoards are
claimed, bought by corporate interests, and sold off to plunder funds long before the Heroes' Guild actually kills the beasts. Of course, that's a
terrible arrangement for the Shadowkin; Orcs, Goblins, Kobolds, and their ilk must apply for to become Noncombatant Paper Carriers (or
NPCs) to avoid being killed and looted by heroes.When Gorm Ingerson, a Dwarven ex-hero with a checkered past, stands up for an
undocumented Goblin, he inadvertently singles himself out for recruitment by a prophet of the mad goddess to undertake a suicidal quest. But
there's more to Gorm's new job than an insane prophecy: powerful corporations and governments have shown an unusual interest in the
quest. If his party of eccentric misfits can stop fighting each other long enough to recover the Elven Marbles, Gorm might be able to turn a
bad deal into a golden opportunity.

The Proof of Love
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It all began when the wizards of the White League were under attack by their opponents of the Black League and one of their most powerful
members cast a spell to bring forth a mighty wizard to aid their cause. What the spell delivered was master hacker Walter Wiz Zumwalt. The
wizard who east the spell was dead and nobodyÊnot the elves, not the dwarves, not even the dragonsÊcould figure out what the shanghaied
computer nerd was good for. But spells are a lot like computer programs, and, in spite of the Wiz's unprepossessing appearance, he was
going to defeat the all-powerful Black League, win the love of a beautiful red-haired witch, and prove that when it comes to spells and sorcery,
nobody but nobody can beat a Silicon Valley computer geek! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).

The Ninth Rain
The fourth in the Faithful and the Fallen series from John Gwynne, an epic fantasy perfect for fans of George R. R. Martin, Brandon
Sanderson and David Gemmell. Events are coming to a climax in the Banished Lands, as the war reaches new heights. King Nathair has
taken control of the fortress at Drassil and three of the Seven Treasures are in his possession. And together with Calidus and his ally Queen
Rhin, Nathair will do anything to obtain the remaining Treasures. With all seven under his command, he can open a portal to the Otherworld.
Then Asroth and his demon-horde will finally break into the Banished Lands and become flesh. Meanwhile Corban has been taken prisoner
by the Jotun, warrior giants who ride their enormous bears into battle. His warband scattered, Corban must make new allies if he hopes to
survive. But can he bond with competing factions of warlike giants? Somehow he must, if he's to counter the threat Nathair represents. His
life hangs in the balance - and with it, the fate of the Banished Lands.

Cold Iron
As an empire dies, three warriors will rise. They will have to ride the storm or drown in its blood. "An exciting new author in fantasy." —Mark
Lawrence, author of Red Sister Seventeen years after rebels stormed the streets, factions divide Kisia. Only the firm hand of the god-emperor
holds the empire together. But when an unexpected betrayal destroys a tense alliance with neighboring Chiltae, all that has been won comes
crashing down. In Kisia, Princess Miko Ts'ai is a prisoner in her own castle. She dreams of claiming her empire, but the path to power could
rip it, and her family, asunder. In Chiltae, assassin Cassandra Marius is plagued by the voices of the dead. Desperate, she accepts a contract
that promises to reward her with a cure if she helps an empire fall. And on the border between nations, Captain Rah e'Torin and his warriors
are exiles forced to fight in a foreign war or die. War built the Kisian Empire. War will tear it down. We Ride the Storm is the epic launch of a
bold and brutal fantasy series, perfect for readers of Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, and Brian Staveley. Praise for The Reborn Empire:
"Imaginative world building, a pace that builds perfectly to a heart-pounding finale and captivating characters. Highly recommended." —John
Gwynne, author of The Faithful and the Fallen "A complex tale of war, politics, and lust for power." —The Guardian The Reborn Empire We
Ride the Storm We Lie with Death For more from Devin Madson, check out: The Vengeance Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers The Gods of
Vice The Grave at Storm's End
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Stormblood
A young mage-in-training takes up the sword and is unwittingly pulled into a violent political upheaval, in the first book of this epic fantasy
trilogy by Miles Cameron, author of The Red Knight. Aranthur is a promising young mage. But the world is not safe and after a confrontation
leaves him no choice but to display his skill with a blade, Aranthur is instructed to train under a renowned Master of Swords. During his
intensive training he begins to question the bloody life he's chosen. And while studying under the Master, he finds himself thrown into the
middle of a political revolt that will impact everyone he's come to know. To protect his friends, Arnathur will be forced to decide if he can truly
follow the Master of Swords into a life of violence and cold-hearted commitment to the blade. Masters & MagesCold Iron For more from Miles
Cameron, check out: The Traitor Son Cycle The Red Knight The Fell Sword The Dread Wyrm The Plague of Swords The Fall of Dragons

How to Make Friends with the Sea
Winner of Mark Lawrence's 3rd Self Published Fantasy Blog Off Finalist in BookNest's 2017 Fantasy Awards Nominated for a r/Fantasy Best
of 2017 Stabby Award Everyone knows Drake Morrass is only out for himself. As the fires of a dying city burn on a distant shore, Drake sees
an opportunity to unite the other pirate Captains under his flag and claim himself a crown. If he is to succeed he will need allies and credibility.
Who better than gentleman pirate, Keelin Stillwater, renowned for taking ships without bloodshed, as well as his skill with a sword. Enemy
ships sail their waters, setting the Pirate Isles ablaze. The sinister Tanner Black threatens to steal the throne before Drake has even sat in it.
Now Drake must somehow convince the other pirate Captains that his best interests are also theirs. Dive into this swashbuckling adventure
today!

Don't Date Rosa Santos
Separated from each other and the only home they have ever known, orphans Mishi and Taka are forced to acknowledge the powers they've
hidden from the world until now. But will learning to train their elemental magic keep the two girls safe or will it draw the attention of the very
people they have been trying to hide from all along?

The Sword of Kaigen: A Theonite War Story
From one of the most exciting new voices in dark epic fantasy comes an intensely brutal and brilliantly cinematic novel: the story of a soldier
torn between loyalty to her family and her quest to preserve a kingdom's future. She was their hope, their martyr, their brother . . . Driwna
Marghoster, a soldier for the powerful merchant guild known as The Post, is defending her trade caravan from a vicious bandit attack when
she discovers a dead body hidden in one of her wagons. Born of the elusive Oskoro people, the body is a rare and priceless find, the center
of a tragic tale and the key to a larger mystery. But as Driwna investigates who the body was meant for, she finds herself on a trail of deceit
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and corruption . . . a trail that will lead her to an evil more powerful than she can possibly imagine. Also by Adrian Selby:SnakewoodThe
Winter Road
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